2016-17
Bluebonnet Award Nominees

Amazing Age of John Roy Lynch by Barton
Chicken Squad by Cronin
Circus Mirandus by Beasley
Crenshaw by Applegate
Echo by Ryan
A Fine Dessert by Jenkins
The Fog Diver by Ross
A Handful of Stars by Lord
Harriet the Invincible by Vernon
Hiawatha and the Peacemaker by Robertson
Lowriders in Space by Caper
Mesmerized by Rockliff
Nighmares! By Segel and Miller
Poems in the Attic by Grimes
Ratscalibur by Lieb
Roller Girl by Jamieson
Space Case by Gibbs
The Terrible Two by Barnett and John
Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional
Poultry Farmer by Jones
Woof by Quinn
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Battle of the Books
2016-17
Primary Titles

The Adventures of Beekle:
The Unimaginary Friend by D. Santat
Dear Mr. Blueberry by S. James
Epossumondas by C. Salley
Finding Winnie: The True Story of the
World’s Most Famous Bear by L. Mattick
Flight School by L. Judge
Gone Fishing: A Novel in Verse by T. Wissinger
Kid Sheriff and the Terrible Toads by B. Shea
Lady Pancake & Sir French Toast by J. Funk
Maya’s Blanket by M. Brown
Mother Bruce by R. Higgins
Mummy Cat by M. Ewert
Out of the woods: A True Story of an
Unforgettable Event by R. Bond
The Story of Diva and Flea by M. Willems
The Storyteller’s Candle by L. Gonzalez
Testing The Ice: A True Story about Jackie
Robinson by S. Robinson

Intermediate Titles

Book Scavenger by J. Bertman
Dead Possums Are Fair Game by T. Souders
Kaspar the Titanic Cat by M. Morpurgo
Maniac Magee: A Novel by J. Spinelli
The New Kid by M. Jukes
Old Wolf by Avi
Paper Wishes by L. Sepahban
Rosie Revere Engineer by A. Beaty
Savvy by I. Law
The Story Thieves by J. Riley